
fast           about
last            our
I’m             ask

● The digraph ow makes the sound ow, as in 
cow, now and how.

● The digraph aw makes the sound ‘or’, as in 
claw.

● Remember that some sounds are spelt 
differently - the letters ‘o’ and ‘u’ also say the 
sound ‘ow’ and the letters ‘a’ and ‘u’ also say 
‘or’.

● Suffix ‘ed’ - When we add this suffix to verbs 
it tells us that something has already 
happened.

● Reading bossy ‘e’ words that end with ‘ce’ 
and ‘ge’.

● If the word is short and the vowel is short, 
double the end, don’t get caught (for f, l, s 
words eg. puff, sell, miss)

Year 1 InitiaLit Week 1 & 2
Term 3

Phoneme: a sound
Grapheme: the letters we use to write the sounds.
Past tense: when something has already happened
Suffix: a letter or letters added to the end of a 

word to change it’s meaning.
Bossy e: 

The e on the end of a word making the vowel sound 
long

Vocabulary:

Sounds/spelling rules:

Tricky words: 
You can find 

all of the 
Tricky Words 
at the back 

of your 
Reader Diary 
to practise 
reading and 
writing them
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fast                 about
last                 ask
I’m                  our

● Suffix ed tells us something has already 
happened.

● The bossy e makes the vowel sound  
(a,e,i,o,u) long eg: cat -> Cate 

● When you see c and e together the c 
makes the sound s.

● When you see g and e together, the g 
makes the sound j.

● We can spell the phoneme or with the 
letters au and aw.

● If the word is short and the vowel is 
short, double the end, don’t get caught 
(for f, l, s words eg. puff, sell, miss)!
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Year 1 InitiaLit Week 3 & 4
Term 3

Suffix:
A letter or letters  added to the end of a 

word to change its meaning (s, ed)
Verb:

An action word
Bossy e: 

The e on the end of a word making the 
vowel sound long

Vocabulary:
Sounds/spelling rules:

Tricky words: 
You can find 

all of the 
Tricky Words 
at the back 

of your 
Reader Diary


